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Factories are bad to the environment because they are burning fossil fuel which makes
climate change even worse. Burning fossil fuels kill animals and also it poisons water in
vermont. Burning fossil fuels causes climate change to become warmer in the winter and makes
icebergs in Antarctica which is bad for the earth. burning fossil fuels makes the sky gray from all
the smoke.

Burning fossil fuels makes the air fill the smoke and it makes animals get stuff in their
body and they die from burning it. Because of this some of the best animals are becoming
extinct which is bad because it makes only a couple of species of animals instead of thousands
of species. That makes Vermont boring because deer are low in species so there won't be
anything to do here. Burning fossil fuels poisons the water that we drink and swim in so no one
can swim or drink water from the rivers and lakes in vermont. Fish are dying from the stuff in the
water so no fish are gonna be able to be in Vermont's waters. So fishermen don't like that
because they fish in vermont. Burning fossil fuels kill 1 million birds a year.

Burning fossil fuels affect climate change. It's actually the reason for climate change so if
they stop burning fossil fuels climate change will not be as bad as it is now. Climate change
makes it warmer in the winter so snow melts quicker, which means people can not enjoy the
winter in Vermont and other places. People cant sled or build snow forts which people love
doing but if people still burn fossil fuels the climate will get even worse so no fun in the snow. In
Antarctica the glaciers are melting which is bad because Antarctica is known for being really
cold but if the glaciers melt it won't be the same as it is now.

From all the factories the smoke from them goes into the sky and fills with smoke which
makes it gray and in summer you don't want to stare at a gray sky instead of a blue one. At
night if the smoke is in the sky you can't see the stars or the moon in the dark sky. Smoke in the
sky will make the smoke go in your lungs and it will be hard to breathe which is bad for your
health so that's bad. So that means burning fossil fuel affects your body.

I'm writing this because no one likes smoke in their lungs or no snow in the winter. Seeing
animals dying from smoke is so weird because deers can die from that. So if you're a hunter you
can come across a dead deer which is sad. Your family or friends can die from people burning
fossil fuels. Waters can't be poisoned because there won't be anything to drink or swim in like
lakes or rivers. Fish can be found on the shore of the lakes and that is really bad in the lake.




